Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide and organic compounds in the presence of dissolved iron and ferrihydrite.
This work examines the contribution of solution phase reactions, especially those involving a chain reaction mechanism, to the decomposition of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and organic compounds in the presence of dissolved iron and ferrihydrite. In solutions at pH 4, where Fe was introduced as dissolved Fe(III), both H2O2 and 14C-labeled formic acid decomposed at measurable rates that agreed reasonably well with those predicted by a kinetic model of the chain reaction mechanism, using published rate constants extrapolated to pH 4. The ratio of the formic acid and H2O2 decomposition rates, as well as the dramatic effect of tert-butyl alcohol on these rates, confirmed that a solution chain reaction mechanism involving *OH controlled the decomposition kinetics of both compounds. In the presence of ferrihydrite as the iron source, the ratio of the rate of formic acid decomposition to that of H2O2 decomposition was significantly lower than that observed in the presence of only dissolved Fe. Moreover, neither rate diminished drastically upon addition of tert-butyl alcohol, indicating that the solution phase chain reaction is not a dominant decomposition pathway of H2O2 and formic acid. Relative decomposition rates of formic acid and a second *OH probe, benzoic acid, were consistent with oxidation of these compounds by *OH. These observations can be reproduced by a kinetic model including (a) decomposition of H2O2 at the iron oxide surface, producing *OH with lower yield than the reaction sequence with dissolved Fe, and (b) low concentrations of dissolved Fe in the presence of ferrihydrite, preventing propagation of the solution phase chain reaction.